Reduce your energy spend
Energy and Sustainability Services experts can help you meet this year’s targets

Eliminate overpayment of energy bills
Invoice errors can occur due to evolving regulations and complex, region-dependant energy
contracts. Our experts not only pinpoint the overcharging but also identify key areas for optimizing
future utility costs. Learn More
Case study
We helped a real estate management company get a refund of over £49,000 (almost 50% of total
invoice) from the energy supplier.

Learn more
Find out more about what Schneider Electric’s Energy and
Sustainability Services http://www.schneider-electric.com/ess
Contact Us: http://bit.ly/simple-strategies

Reduce your energy spend

Get rebates on your capital investment
You can get financial rewards for your efficiency projects. However, keeping track of incentive
programs can be complex. Our experts provide research and process management to capture the
savings and leverage our proprietary database of current and planned rebates, incentives, and grants
for energy efficiency. Learn More
Case study
With nationwide stores on different energy contracts, our client struggled with the incentive-claim
process for its lighting-upgrade projects. 36% of projects reviewed immediately qualified for
incentives worth $172,535. A further 22% are in progress with an estimated total worth of over
$112,630 in claims.

Reduce your utility tariffs
Whether you are in a regulated or deregulated energy market, the rates in your utility contracts can
be renegotiated favorably depending on usage patterns, consumption, supply types, and business
sector. Our market experts perform complex analysis of available tariffs and conditions and ensure
you reduce your spend per kWh. Learn More
Case study
To get the most competitive rates in a regulated energy market, our energy procurement experts
compared complex tariff components, including connection use and capacity, from numerous
suppliers. A tariff change resulted in a savings of 5.1% of total spend.

Reduce costs and drive continuous improvement
You can gain measurable savings with efficiency projects, but it can be hard to know where to start.
Our experts review your operations, conduct on-site visits and/or remotely collect and analyze your
resource usage data (energy, water, waste etc). with proprietary analytic tools. Experts monitor data
and make recommendations based on tailored business requirements. Our engineering services can
deploy projects across your enterprise to improve efficiency. Learn More
Case study
We helped an industrial manufacturer identify $1.3 million per year of savings through actions and
projects to reduce energy, water, and waste costs.

Choose renewable energy
Whether you’re sourcing green energy from a utility or building your own renewable energy production
and storage, our experts recommend the solutions that best fit your business needs and local market.
What’s more, our experts remain at hand to put the solutions into action. Learn More
Case study
Due to rising energy prices and environmental legislations, a food and beverage manufacturer was
searching for a more sustainable source of energy. After reviewing available options, Schneider
Electric recommended and managed a solar PV installation that now generates £65,000 annual value
of electricity, equivalent to 1-2% of total annual electricity demand.

Learn more
Find out more about what Schneider Electric’s Energy and
Sustainability Services http://www.schneider-electric.com/ess
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